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160, Loburn Kowai Road,
North Loburn,
Rangiora, RD 2,
Christchurch,
Canterbury,
New Zealand.
Dear Readers,
Some 4 years ago our family decided to emigrate to New Zealand,
but only if we went as well.
Having heard only favourable reports
about the people and Country for many years, we of course thought
this to be a very good idea, especially the great opportunities
it offered our daughter, son-in-law and 3 grandchildren for the
future.
We were, I am sorry to say given, with the best of intentions,
the wrong advice on how we could follow our family out to
New Zealand as the Immigration Laws had just changed making it
seemingly impossible to move out to the family until they had
been residents for 3 years.
On the strength of this official
advice we burnt our boats, sold hour house, shipped our belongings
out and flew over to New Zealand.
The advice given however turned" out not to be the case and
resulted in the strong possibility
of us having to return to the
U.K. to complete the required 3 years.
Luckily on the advice of
a newly acquired friend we were given the name and address of
Kundig Associates, who we immediately contacted explaining our
situation.
We were told that we" had a strong case for an appeal
to the Immigration Minister for an extension of our Visitors
Visa, and after several months of hard work by Kundig Associates
our portfolio was assembled and along with a covering letter from
Paulo Kundig putting our circumstances over in a concise manner
was forwarded to the Immigration Minister.
After a period of 4 months Paulo informed us that a 2 year
extension had been granted which also enabled us time to apply
for our residency.
At the appropriate time Kundig Associates
again assisted us in acquiring our residency.
We are now very happily settled here, and cannot thank Kundig
Associates enough for their efficiency, friendly and caring
approach to their clients.
We would have no hesitation in
recommending them to anyone requiring their services.

Yours
sincer~~
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C.R. .Titcomb
P.A. Titcomb
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